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During the last years it has become possible to address the cold and dense regime of QCD directly
for sufficiently heavy quarks, where combined strong coupling and hopping expansions are convergent and a 3d effective theory can be derived, which allows to control the sign problem either
in simulations or by fully analytic calculations. In this contribution we review the effective theory
and study the Nc -dependence of the nuclear liquid gas transition, as well as the equation of state
of baryonic matter in the strong coupling limit. We find the transition to become more strongly
first order with growing Nc , suggesting that in the large Nc limit its critical endpoint moves to high
temperatures to connect with the deconfinement transition. Furthermore, to leading and next-toleading order in the strong coupling and hopping expansions, respectively, the pressure is found to
scale as p ∼ Nc . This suggests that baryonic and quarkyonic matter might be the same at nuclear
densities. Further work is needed to see whether this result is stable under gauge corrections.
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1. Introduction

2. An effective lattice theory for QCD with heavy quarks
Starting point is lattice QCD with the standard Wilson action. Finite temperature gets implemented by a compact euclidean time dimension with Nτ slices, T = 1/(aNτ ), with (anti-)periodic
boundary conditions for (fermions) bosons. An effective theory in terms of temporal links only is
obtained after integrating over the quark fields and gauge links in spatial directions in the partition
function,
Z
Z
Z
Z=

DU0 DUi det Q e−Sg [U] ≡

DU0 e−Se f f [U0 ] =

DW e−Se f f [W ] .

(2.1)

With the spatial links gone, the effective action depends on the temporal links only via Wilson lines
closing through the periodic boundary, or Polyakov loops,
Nτ

W (x) = ∏ U0 (x, τ),

L(x) = TrW (x) .

(2.2)

τ=1

This effective action is unique and exact. The integration over spatial links causes long-range interactions of Polyakov loops at all distances and to all powers so that in practice truncations are
necessary. For non-perturbative ways to define and determine truncated theories, see [5, 6, 7, 8].
Here, we expand the path integral in a combined character and hopping expansion, with interaction
terms ordered according to their leading powers in the coefficient of the fundamental character u
and the hopping parameter κ,
u(β ) =

β
β2
+
+ . . . < 1,
18 216

κ=

1
.
2amq + 8

(2.3)

The dependence of u on the lattice gauge coupling β = 2Nc /g2 is known to arbitrary precision, and
u is always smaller than one for finite β -values. Since the hopping expansion is in inverse quark
1
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The QCD phase diagram plays a key role for various fields of current research in particle
physics, heavy ion collisions and nuclear astrophysics. Unfortunately, because of its complex action, i.e. the “sign problem”, lattice QCD with finite chemical potential for baryon number defies
Monte Carlo simulations and most of the phase diagram remains unknown. Only the low density
sector with µ = µB /3 <
∼ T is accessible with controlled approximate methods to circumvent this
problem [1]. No sign of criticality is found there, and the transition from the hadronic to the quark
gluon plasma phase proceeds by an analytic crossover. This is in accord with the results of other
non-perturbative methods applied in the continuum, such as Dyson-Schwinger equations [2]. This
situation motivates the development of effective lattice theories, whose sign problem can be overcome by algorithmic means or by altogether analytical treatment, such that also the interesting cold
and dense region can be addressed. Here we briefly review such an approach and then discuss its
extension to QCD with a general number of colours, Nc . This will allow us to establish contact
with interesting conjectures about the QCD phase diagram based on a large Nc analysis, in particular the possible existence of a quarkyonic phase [3]. For an early discussion of the (T, µ, Nc ) phase
diagram using various models and arguments, see [4].
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the surface by cubic extensions into the other dimensions and, together with a resummation leading
to a logarithmic action and sub-leading couplings, can be found in [10]. Going via an effective
action results in a resummation to all powers with better convergence properties compared to a
direct series expansion of thermodynamic observables as in [11, 12]. Since the Polyakov loop
L(x) contains the length Nτ of the temporal lattice extent implicitly, the effective theory is threedimensional. Note that this representation of a 4d Yang-Mills theory by a 3d centre-symmetric
effective theory is the basis for the Svetitsky-Yaffe conjecture [13].
12

Including the quark determinant via the hopping expansion introduces centre symmetry breaking terms and additional effective couplings hi [14],
∞

∞

−Seff = ∑ λi (u, κ, Nτ )Sis − 2N f
i=1

∑

h
i
hi (u, κ, µ, Nτ )Sia + h̄i (u, κ, µ, Nτ )Sia,† .

(2.5)

i=1

The λi are defined as the effective couplings of the Z(3)-symmetric terms Sis , whereas the hi multiply the asymmetric terms Sia . In particular, h1 , h̄1 are the coefficients of L, L∗ , respectively, and to
leading order correspond to the fugacity of the quarks and anti-quarks,
h1 = (2κeaµ )Nτ (1 + . . .) = e

µ−m
T

(1 + . . .),

h̄1 = (2κe−aµ )Nτ (1 + . . .) = e−

µ+m
T

(1 + . . .)

(2.6)

with m = − ln(2κ) the leading order constituent quark mass in a baryon, while h2 = κ 2 Nτ /Nc (1 +
. . .) is the leading order coefficient of an Lx Ly interaction term. As an example, we give the partition
2
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function including just these simplest interactions,
Z =

Z

DW

∏



1 + λ (Lx Ly∗ + Lx∗ Ly )

(2.7)

<x,y>

× ∏[1 + h1 Lx + h21 Lx∗ + h31 ]2N f [1 + h̄1 Lx∗ + h̄21 Lx + h̄31 ]2N f
x
!
!!
h̄1Wy†
h1Wy
h1Wx
h̄1Wx†
Tr
× ∏ 1 − 2h2 Tr
− Tr
− Tr
×... .
1 + h1Wx
1 + h1Wy
1 + h̄1Wx
1 + h̄1Wy†
<x,y>

2.1 The deconfinement transition at zero and finite density
In full lattice QCD, for any choice of Nτ , there are critical couplings βc (Nτ ), κc (Nτ ) marking
the deconfinement transition at finite temperature. These critical values represent non-analyticities
in the thermodynamic functions, and hence limit the radius of convergence for the respective series
expansions. The effective theory thus gives a valid description of the confined phase only. Nevertheless, it can be used to find the location of phase transitions. In the effective theory, the deconfinement transition is represented as spontaneous centre symmetry breaking at some configuration
of critical couplings λi,c = λi (uc , κc , Nτ ), hi,c (uc , κc , Nτ ). The values of these can be determined by
cheap numerical simulations of the effective theory. Inversion of the effective couplings as functions of the QCD couplings then gives predictions for βc (Nτ ), κc (Nτ ), which can be compared with
the results from full QCD simulations.
For SU(3)-Yang-Mills theory, the simplest effective theory with only a nearest neighbour
coupling correctly reproduces the order of the deconfinement transition to be 3d Ising for SU(2)
and first-order for SU(3). Moreover, the predicted βc (Nτ ) are within 10% of the true values for
Nτ ∈ [2, 16] [10]. For QCD with heavy quarks, the explicit centre symmetry breaking weakens the
first-order phase transition until it ends in a second-order critical point at some critical quark mass.
For the simplest effective theory including only the static determinant, the predicted κc agrees to
better than 10% with full QCD simulations on Nτ = 4 [14], finer lattices are not available at present.
After successful comparison with the full 4d theory, one can switch on a finite chemical potential and study how the finite temperature deconfinement transition changes. This gives predictions
for the phase diagram of QCD with heavy quarks that are unavailable from full lattice QCD simulations.
The resulting phase diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The first-order deconfinement transition is
weakened by a real chemical potential and disappears in a critical end point, which has been calculated as a function of pion mass [14]. This qualitative behaviour of the phase transition is reproduced by continuum studies using a Polyakov loop model [17] and in the functional renormalisation
group approach [18].
3
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In this expression the first line comes from the pure gauge sector, the second line is the exact static
determinant and the third line the leading correction from spatial quark hops. This partition function has a weak sign problem and can be simulated with either reweighting or complex Langevin
methods [14, 15]. Since the effective couplings are expressed by powers of expansion parameters
they are themselves small, so the theory can be treated by linked-cluster expansion methods known
from statistical physics [16], with results in perfect agreement with the numerical ones. In this way,
full control over the sign problem is achieved.
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Abbildung 2: Left: Qualitative phase diagram for QCD with very heavy quarks. Right: Phase diagram for
N f = 2, Nτ = 6 from the 3d effective theory [14].

3. The cold and dense regime
The most difficult region to address is that of cold and dense QCD, since the sign problem
grows exponentially with µ/T . In order to understand the qualitative features of this region, it
is instructive to consider the strong coupling (β = 0) limit of the effective theory with a static
quark determinant only. In this case the partition function factorises into one-site integrals which
can be solved analytically. In the zero temperature limit, mesonic contributions are exponentially
suppressed by chemical potential and for N f = 1 we have [19, 15]
T →0

Z(β = 0) −→ zV0

with z0 = 1 + 4h31 + h61 ,

h1 = (2κeaµ )Nτ = e(m−µ)/T .

(3.1)

Note that this corresponds to a free baryon gas with two species. With one quark flavour only, there
are no nucleons and the first prefactor indicates a spin 3/2 quadruplet of ∆’s whereas the second
term is a spin 0 six quark state or di-baryon. The quark number density is now easily evaluated
(
c
T ∂
1 4Nc hN1 c + 2Nc h2N
0, µ < m
1
n=
ln Z = 3
, lim a3 n =
,
(3.2)
N
2N
c
c
T →0
V ∂µ
a 1 + 4h1 + h1
2Nc , µ > m
and at zero temperature exhibits a discontinuity when the quark chemical potential equals the constituent mass m. This reflects the “silver blaze” property of QCD, i.e. the fact that the baryon
number stays zero for small µ even though the partition function explicitly depends on it [20].
Once the baryon chemical potential µB = 3µ is large enough to make a baryon (mB = 3m in the
static strong coupling limit), a discontinuous phase transition to a saturated baryon crystal takes
place. Note that saturation density here is 2Nc quarks per flavour and lattice site and reflects the
Pauli principle. This is clearly a discretisation effect that has to disappear in the continuum limit.
In the case of two flavours the corresponding expression for the free gas of baryons reads
z0 = (1 + 4h3d + h6d ) + (6h2d + 4h5d )hu + (6hd + 10h4d )h2u + (4 + 20h3d + 4h6d )h3u
+(10h2d + 6h5d )h4u + (4hd + 6h4d )h5u + (1 + 4h3d + h6d )h6u ,

(3.3)

where we have now distinguished between the h1 coupling for the u- and d-quarks. In this case
we easily identify in addition the spin 1/2 nucleons as well has many other baryonic multi-quark
4
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Abbildung 3: Left: Baryon density in continuum units for various lattice spacings. Right: Continuum approach of the baryon density for fixed chemical potentials. From [16].

states with their correct spin degeneracy. A similar result is obtained for mesons if we instead
consider an isospin chemical potential in the low temperature limit [15]. Remarkably, the entire
spin-flavour-structure of the QCD bound states is obtained in this simple limit.
When corrections are taken into account, the step function transition gets smeared out. With
suffiently many corrections at hand, also the lattice spacing can be varied and the approach to the
continuum can be studied, as in Fig. 3, which is an analytic evaluation through orders u5 κ 8 for a
sufficiently heavy quark mass to reach the continuum with the calculated orders [16]. On the left
we see how the lattice saturation of the baryon density, when plotted in physical units, grows with
decreasing lattice spacing and disappears in the continuum. At the same time, the plot illustrates
the enormous difficulties for a continuum limit, even when there is no sign problem: because of
the artefact of lattice saturation, a continuum extrapolation as in Fig. 3 (right) is rapidly harder to
control with increasing density. Higher densities require finer lattices, a  µ −1 .
Despite these difficulties, the calculations do reproduce features of continuum physics and give important insights. With interactions, the onset transition is shifted to slightly smaller chemical
potentials, as expected for a weak attractive interaction between baryons causing their condensation. Further, the onset transition in the figure is a smooth crossover and not a first-order transition
as expected for sufficiently low temperatures and physical quark masses. The reason for this behaviour is indeed the large quark mass. At zero temperature the binding energy per baryon in units
of the lowest baryon mass can be extracted from the following thermodynamic quantity, which to
leading order is proportional to κ 2 and therefore decreases with growing quark masses,
e − nB mB
4 1
ε=
=− 3
nB mB
3 a nB



6h31 + 3h61
z0

2

κ2 + . . . .

(3.4)

The binding energy per nucleon sets the scale for the temperature of the critical endpoint of the
nuclear liquid gas transition, above which the nuclear “liquid” has completely evaporated. Indeed,
calculations for large values of κ confirm that the liquid gas transition becomes first order at large
Nτ (low T) and crossover at lower Nτ (higher T), implying the presence of a critical endpoint [15].
Thus, our effective lattice theory derived from QCD shows all qualitative features of the physical
nuclear liquid gas transition.
5
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4. QCD for large Nc

Nc → ∞ with g2 Nc = const.

(4.1)

In this case the theory has the following properties:
• Quark loops in Feynman diagrams are suppressed by Nc−1
• Non-planar Feynman diagrams are suppressed by Nc−2
−1/2

• Mesons are free; the leading corrections are cubic interactions ∼ Nc
tions ∼ Nc−1

and quartic interac-

• Meson masses are ∼ ΛQCD
• Baryons consist of Nc quarks, baryon masses are ∼ Nc ΛQCD
• Baryon interactions are ∼ Nc
The authors of [3] used these and various other ingredients to draw conclusions for the QCD
phase diagram. Fig. 4 (left) shows the phase diagram in the large Nc limit. With quark loops suppressed, the phase boundary of the deconfinement transition is unaffected by chemical potential,
forming a horizontal line. Statistical mechanics then says that in the hadronic, low density phase,
the baryonic contribution to the pressure is exponentially suppressed with their mass, so p ∼ Nc0
there. In the plasma phase perturbation theory tells us that p ∼ Nc2 . In [3] similar arguments for
large µ suggest that at low temperatures and µB > mB , the pressure scales as p ∼ Nc . The authors
termed this phase “quarkyonic”, since it shows both quark-like and baryon-like aspects, for details
we refer to the literature. Here we are interested in what we can say about this region based on the
effective lattice theory.

5. The effective theory for general Nc
We now wish to generalise our effective theory to arbitrary Nc . Note that Nc = 2 has already
been analysed in detail [23], with interesting physics results for two-colour QCD. Our aim here
is to go in the other direction and to increase Nc . Before we do so, we need to mention a few
important caveats concerning large Nc , some of which we hope to address in the near future. First,
our current treatment can not yet follow the prescription (4.1) of keeping the t’Hooft coupling
constant, since we work in the strong coupling limit and thus cannot vary g2 . This can be improved
once we include gauge corrections. Second, there is the important question if and under which
6
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Since we have analytic control, both over the derivation as well as the evaluation of the effective theory, it is intriguing to investigate what happens when the number of colours Nc is varied and
made large. In particular, we wish to explore possible contact to the large Nc considerations leading
to the prediction of quarkyonic matter [3].
There is a lot of interesting literature on QCD at large Nc which we are unable to represent
properly. Here we just summarise the most essential features, most of them established in the early
works [21, 22]. The limit of large Nc of SU(Nc )-QCD is defined by
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circumstances the strong coupling and large Nc limits commute [24]. The following discussion, in
which we recalculate our previous results for general Nc , thus only represents a first step in this
direction.
5.1 Integration over SU(Nc )
Rather than expanding for the leading behaviour at large Nc , we have been able to generalise
the gauge integrations over the link variables to integration over general SU(Nc ) groups, by combining various results known in the literature. We consider class functions of U(Nc ) group elements,
f (U) = f (VUV −1 ), which are invariant under a change of basis. These functions only depend on
the eigenvalues zi of a group element and furthermore for our purposes it is sufficient to specialise
to functions which factorise with respect to the eigenvalues,
f (U) = f˜(z1 , . . . , zNc ) = f˜1 (z1 ) · . . . · fN˜ c (zNc ) .

(5.1)

For such functions the integration over the group can be expressed as [25]
Z

dU f (U) =

U(Nc )

1
(2πi)Nc

det

I

1≤i, j≤Nc


dzi f̃i (zi )zij−i−1 ,

(5.2)

γ

where γ is a closed curve around the origin in the complex plane. In the next step, this integration
has to be extended from U(Nc ) to SU(Nc ), which can be done according to the formula [26]
Z
SU(Nc )

∞

dU f (U) =

Z

∑

q=−∞

dU det(U)q f (U) .

(5.3)

U(Nc )

For our evaluation of the effective theory, to the leading order in the hopping expansion, we need
the integration over the static determinant, for which we obtain
z0 =

Z

2N f
2N f

dU det(1 + h1U)

=

SU(Nc )

7

∑


det

p=0 1≤i, j≤Nc


2N f
h1pN ,
i− j+ p

(5.4)
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Abbildung 4: Phase diagram in the limit of large Nc (left) and possible consequences for Nc = 3 (right)
according to [3]. The blue line indicates the chiral transition.
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where the matrix elements are given in terms of binomial coefficients specified by i, j. The corresponding determinant evaluates to


2N f
i− j+ p

det

1≤i, j≤N

p



=∏

(i − 1 + 2N f − p + N)2N f −p

i=1

(i − 1 + 2N f − p)2N f −p

,

(5.5)

where the underline notation indicates falling factorials, nk = n · (n − 1) · · · (n − k + 1). To evaluate
the first correction in the hopping expansion, we need a further integal for which we find
2N f

dU det(1 + h1U)

SU(Nc )



h1U
Tr
1 + h1U

2N f


=



∑ 1≤i,detj≤N

p=0

c

2N f
i− j+ p



pNc pNc
h .
2N f 1

(5.6)

5.2 Results for general Nc
Evaluating the integrals according to the last section, we find for the static determinant and the
first correction in the strong coupling limit of the SU(Nc )-theory with N f = 2 flavours:
1
1 2Nc
c
c
z0 = 1 + (hN1 c + h3N
h (Nc + 3)(Nc + 2)2 (Nc + 1) + h4N
1 )(Nc + 3)(Nc + 2)(Nc + 1) +
1 ,
6
12 1
(5.7)
1
1
c
z11 = hN1 c (Nc + 3)(Nc + 2)(Nc + 1)Nc + h2N
(Nc + 3)(Nc + 2)2 (Nc + 1)Nc
24
24 1
1 c
c
+ h3N
(Nc + 3)(Nc + 2)(Nc + 1)Nc + h4N
(5.8)
1 Nc .
8 1
In particular, the first expression is to be compared with the special case for Nc = 3 in (3.3) and
reveals an interesting insight. The spin degeneracy prefactors of the free baryon gas are determined
by Nc , which is of course due to the fact that the spins of the Nc quarks in a baryon combine to a
baryon spin.
We can now evaluate the thermodynamic functions entering the equation of state for any desired value of Nc . The free energy density is in our approximation given by the static limit plus a
correction term,
 2
z11
κ 2 Nτ
(−6N f )
,
(5.9)
− f = log(z0 ) +
Nc
z0
and from it all others can be easily calculated. Fig. 5 (left) shows once more the onset transition to
finite baryon density for different choices of Nc , up until lattice saturation is reached. We observe
a steepening of the transition with increasing Nc , which asymptotically ends up in a step function, i.e. a first-order transition, even though we started with a smooth crossover at Nc = 3. Thus,
growing Nc appears to make the onset transition to baryon matter more strongly first-order. This
implies that the temperature of the transition’s critical endpoint has to increase with growing Nc
until it hits another discontinuity, as indicated in Fig. 5 (right). Since we know already that also
the deconfinement transition line has to “straighten out” with growing Nc , we observe how the
rectangular phase diagram of Fig. 4 (left) emerges smoothly from Fig. 5 (right) by increasing Nc .
8
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Abbildung 5: Left: Onset transition for different values of Nc . Right: Arrows indicate the smooth change of
the phase transition lines with growing Nc .

5.3 Large Nc
Next we extract the terms dominating the thermodynamic functions at large Nc . In this analysis
we have to carefully distinguish between the leading and subleading term in the hopping expansion. Beyond the onset of baryon condensation, the leading term represents the lattice saturation,
which is an unphysical artefact of discretisation. Interestingly, correction terms do not contribute
to saturation, but rather modify the smooth shape of the curves entering their low and high density
asymptotes. We then analyse the behaviour of these terms to the left and the right of the onset
transition.
µ < m, h1 < 1 :

a4 p0 ∼

1
3 Nc
6Nτ Nc h1 ,

a3 n0 ∼ 61 Nc4 hN1 c
µ > m, h1 > 1 :

a4 p0 ∼

4 log(h1 )
Nc
Nτ

a3 n0 ∼ 4Nc

a4 p1 ∼ −
a3 n1 ∼

1 7 2Nc
N h
48 c 1

Nτ 9 2Nc
N h
24 c 1

a4 p1 ∼ −12Nc
a3 n1 ∼ −288Nτ

(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)

Nc5
hN1 c

(5.13)

For chemical potentials below the onset transition, the fugacity h1 to the power of some Nc always
overwhelms the prefactor, leading to an exponential suppression of both pressure and baryon density, thus pushing the silver blaze phenomenon further to the right, causing part of the observed
steepening of the onset transition. Note, how our calculation fully reproduces the physics argument
based on the statistical mechanics of a weakly interacting baryon gas. For chemical potentials larger
than the onset transition, the analysis is more tricky. The first term, representing lattice saturation
due to Pauli blocking, trivially scales with Nc , but is unphysical and should disappear to infinity in
the continuum, as discussed above. Intriguingly however, we also find the first correction term to
the pressure to have a leading linear Nc dependence. This term does not end up in lattice saturation
and thus contributes to continuum physics. Taken at face value, this would suggest that, immediately after the onset transition, quarkyonic matter and baryonic matter are the same. Clearly, this
preliminary investigation should be supplemented by gauge and possibly higher order corrections,
as well as an analysis of the possible caveats mentioned before.
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